INNOVATIVE
DIGITAL THINKING .

ABOUT US .
Since our inception in 2015, we have been committed to delivering excellent and innovative
digital projects. We pride ourselves on ensuring that our projects are produced to the highest
standards, at our in-house Dar Es Salaam studio.
We are a full service creative agency specialized in digital media
solutions for corporations, SME´s, start-ups and entrepreneurs.

market. Take a step into the new era of communication, quality
content and non invasive advertising.

As a hub of internationally renowned marketing professionals,
InStudio offers extensive expertise. Our different solutions are
tailored to our client base specific needs, helping them craft
a strong, unique and cohesive online presence, effectively
maximizing business results and opportunities.

Discover the latest marketing tools and high impact solutions that
will bring the digital world into the palm of your hand. We combine
all of our knowledge to deliver personalized media services.

Online marketing is vital for your brand. The market & consumer
trends are evolving and traditional marketing strategies are losing
effectiveness by being too costly, pushy and invasive. Digital
marketing offers a more efficient approach through tracked and
targeted campaigns, providing higher returns of investment at
lower costs while maintaining closer relationships with current
and prospective clients.
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We can help you plan and execute a whole new online marketing
strategy approach that works, launching your brand to the global

Our Services
Digital media & marketing consultancy
Professional web design and development
Graphic design, branding & corporate identity
Photography & Videography
Email Marketing & Automation
High performance web hosting services
Search engine optimization (SEO & SEM)
Online advertising (PPC)
Social media management & training courses
Mobile and web applications

OUR CLIENTS .
Even though we are a young agency, we are proud
to have worked and engaged with many clients
since our inception. Here are some of the more
recognizable brands that have entrusted us.

THE TANZANITE

EXPERIENCE

COFFEE PRODUCTS OF TANZANIA

TRADEMARKS | PATENTS | COPYRIGHTS

DIGITAL MEDIA
CONSULTANCY .

DIGITAL MEDIA CONSULTANCY .
How effective is your current Digital Marketing Strategy? Where are your short and long term
innovation strategies taking you? What is your current Digital presence doing to boost your
sales? Why does this matter?
As Digital Media consultants we look at where you currently stand
in the Digital world including:
· Review of your Website and Social Media presence
· Effectiveness of your Email marketing efforts & strategy
· Other digital channels you are using to drive sales
By reviewing and analyzing your existing data and processes we can
form an impartial opinion of what your business looks like in the
current digital economy and:
·
·
·
·
·

Identify where you could improve processes to increase efficiency
Identify where staff training could increase profitability
Provide appropriate staff training
Provide on-going assessment strategy
Implement or enhance quality control and assurance

We don’t work with every business but if you have a genuine desire
to take your business to the next level then we have a genuine desire
to help you get there.

WEBSITE & APP
DEVELOPMENT .

WEBITE DESIGN .
We share our knowledge and bright ideas openly, tapping into your expertise to ensure the
websites we develop touch exactly the right nerve, boost your brand and impact your bottom
line.
In such a competitive environment you have 1
second to impress the visitor, and we know this.

Our aims are clear - to create high-end, responsive websites that
grow our clients’ businesses by raising their reputation and standing
online.

Our web designs are meant to always help our customers to sell
their products or services, offering a professional look that will
increase credibility and maximize sales.

First impressions count. We create websites that:
· Meet specific business objectives

Enjoy the substantial benefits of running a professional and
successful website - whether it’s a corporate online brochure,
a highly interactive social media platform or a fully fledged
e-commerce solution.

· Are highly polished and pixel perfect

We place the utmost importance on making sure that our websites
always reflect our clients’ professionalism, websites that look
great, load quickly, are secure, and work towards your business
objectives.

· Comply with W3C international web standards

Great emphasis is placed on user interface design and general
usability, so that as well as looking fantastic, your finished site will
be easy to access and navigate, whatever your audience’s level of
experience.

· Look spectacular on all major browsers
· Responsive design (mobile ready)
· Are built modular - to allow for future proofing and growth
· Are fast & secure

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

MOBILE & APP DEVELOPMENT .
With our expertise in mobile architecture and design, our team will make sure that your mobile
website or app meets your strategic goals.
90 % of the Tanzanian population connected to internet are using
smartphone devices, and by 2018 there are predicted to be over
2 billion mobile users worldwide, even overtaking desktop usage.
We are always at the cutting edge of technology and have
adapted some of our considerable expertise in website building
for the mobile and app market. We take our unrivaled design
and development experience and apply it to these fantastic new
platforms.
Our team have invested heavily in skills to offer both responsive
mobile friendly websites, as well as mobile app development on
platforms such as the Apple iPhone/iPad, Google Android and
Windows Mobile devices.

Apps and mobile sites are without doubt, the preferred way for people
‘on the move’ to interact with businesses and this will only increase
over time. They specifically tap into the huge growth in mobile
internet consumption, and data can be available anywhere and at
any time, boosting productivity and interaction between consumers
and businesses
If you are interested in increasing your client base, gaining greater
consumer insight and more frequent interactions with existing
customers before your competitors do, you should talk to us about
our innovative mobile services.

MOBILE & APP DEVELOPMENT

E-COMMERCE WEBSITES .
We construct powerful e-commerce websites that look fantastic, are easy to update, are
secure, and provide you with all the tools you need to manage products, pricing, customers,
promotions, invoicing and more...
Our e-commerce websites are designed and coded using ‘best
practices’ in order to generate confidence in our clients’ brands
and products. Our systems also offer flexibility, ease of use, and
security protocols. They allow our clients to control most aspects
of the site easily and quickly from any computer at any time.
We can also integrate advanced features, such as the provision
of analysis data, stock control systems, special offer systems and
mailing lists. We can even integrate your items with specialist
product listing search engines for maximum exposure online.
We use either established e-commerce platforms such as
Magento, Wordpress if your needs are relatively modest, or can
build completely bespoke systems, if you require the ultimate
level of flexibility.

As a priority, each individual page of your website is coded to be SEO
friendly; therefore people can find your products on search engines
such as Google, even if these products are located deep within the
internal pages of your website. This feature especially, can make all
the difference to your bottom line and the success of your online
store.
Talk to us to take advantage of our knowledge, skills and experience.
We would be happy to advise you on how we can help build and
support a successful e-business for you.

E-COMMERCE WEBISTES

SOCIAL MEDIA
SEO & ADVERTISING .

SOCIAL MEDIA, SEO & ADVERTISING .
Having just a website or some social media accounts is not enough. If you don’t have a plan or
don´t know how to use your resources properly, you will never be seen.
As website creation experts, we’ve designed and built you a
brilliant website. What’s next?
Unfortunately, this isn’t Field of Dreams… it’s no good just waiting
for people to find you. You need to make some noise. Which usually
means a combination of social media marketing, Advertising and
search engine optimization (SEO).
When you generate properly-targeted online marketing campaigns
they’re more likely to be read. And you’re more likely to get the
results you want. It makes perfect sense that intelligent targeting
– identifying the people most likely to respond to your message –
is the holy grail of e-marketing.
We produce exciting, focused, flexible, targeted online marketing
campaigns that deliver the right amount of return on your
investment, and search engine marketing campaigns that drive
more people to your site, increase sales and grow your audience.

Our abundant SEO experience and cutting-edge skills have enabled
many of our clients to generate new business regularly, at a fraction
of the price of traditional advertising.
Along with our exceptional track record and expertise in SEO, we also
provide Pay Per Click advertising management on platforms including
Google Ad-words, Microsoft Ad-center and Yahoo Search Marketing.
We can also provide social network marketing through platforms
including YouTube, Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn and can provide
services for copy-writing and online press releases which can all help
with general SEO campaigns and higher conversion ratios for your
internet marketing budget.

BRANDING &
CREATIVE DESIGN .

BRANDING & CREATIVE DESIGN .
High-end graphic design, stunning logos, professional brochures, corporate stationary,
advertising artworks and trendy packaging solutions – in short we deliver creative brilliance.
You make decisions and form opinions in the blink of an eye. All
humans do it. It means that first impressions really do count. And
they’re usually based on visual messages.
A good logo can change perceptions. It can help make your brand
more tangible and express its personality as clear as a bell. A well
designed marketing campaign will drive more response than one
with a poorly thought through design. Great design even drive
better sales conversion rates.
Helping our clients tailor and deliver their most important messages
to their customers is one of our passions. Through innovative
thinking and by utilizing the excellent skills and experience of our
in-house creative team, your brand will come to life.
We are always in pursuit of original design solutions to meet our
clients’ creative needs.

By combining the latest advanced graphic design technology with
proven marketing strategies, we aim to make your business or brand
stand out from the crowd and even surpass your objectives.
Our Services
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Creative consultancy
Corporate identity and brand identity design
Logo and business stationary design and print
Brochures and leaflets
Advertisement design for print
Web & TV video advertisements
Packaging and product design and development
Design of marketing materials for events
Design of trade fair booths

BRANDING & CREATIVE DESIGN

WHY SHOULD YOU
CHOOSE INSTUDIO ?

6 GREAT REASONS TO CHOOSE INSTUDIO .

01

02

WE ARE
SPECIALISTS

04

WE DELIVER
RESULTS

We don’t employ ‘jacks of all trades’. Only highly trained staff
with unique specialization in either graphic design, coding
or marketing are employed. We all work together in teams
to take each project to perfection.

We consistently deliver! Our work and results speak for
themselves. We will make sure your investment reaps
rewards and you reach your desired outcome painlessly..

WE ARE
PASSIONATE

WE MAKE
HAPPY CLIENTS

05

We are passionate about performance. We understand your
website & social media networks are important marketing
tools that need to be fine tunned to accomplish commercial
objectives.

03 WE BRING
SOLUTIONS
We provide a full range of digital services and we deliver
end-to-end solutions. Our experts have more than 10 years
of experience in different marketing fields.

Our clients are happy clients who give us repeated business.
Have a look at the vast amount of testimonials on our
website.

06

WE WILL
SUPPORT YOU
We will look after you for the long term. Our on-going
support is second to none as we have the skills and the
capacity to help you whenever you require it.

DON’T TAKE OUR OWN WORD FOR IT...
LISTEN TO OUR CLIENTS
“Fantastic consultancy
service, thank you for the
great turnaround. Terrific
job!”
Samaki Samaki

“All in all, an excellent
job from a professional,
responsive company with
a “can-do” attitude and the
competence to deliver.”

“We are absolutely
delighted with the our
brand new website.”
Magenta Learning Center

Joachim & Jacobs

“Very good time
management, marketing
knowledge, business advise
and outstanding results.”
Wilderness First Travel

“I can proudly say, I have a
website that matches my
firm physical expectations
and services to be
rendered.”

“Outstanding job with our
new brand image and logo
and the first phase of our
new beautifully designed
website.”

Mashiba Law Firm

Simtechpro

208, 2nd Floor, Samaki Wabichi House
Bagamoyo Road, Mbezi Beach
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
T-+255 712 843 448
WWW.INSTUDIOTZ.COM

